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This is our first album from the year 2000. Please help us get rid of our remaining copies.. We beg you.. If

you like this album, wait until you hear our latest album "Dominando." (2003) 10 MP3 Songs LATIN:

General, LATIN: Merengue Details: We are a New York Based Latin music group in which the core

members are visually impaired. (Hence the name of the group.) Although our CD features mainly Bachata

and Merengue music, we actually play all kinds of Latin music. We also play Salsa, Cumbia, Latin Rock

and more. Depending on the audience and instrumental setup, we also play music in English. For

example we can play Euro or American Rock music, Pop, Reggae, Jazz and more. We are all Latin

American representing The Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Cuba and Guatemala. We are also capable

of playing numerous instruments so the CD you hear is only a fraction of what we can actually do.

Although the CD only features four core members of the group, we actually are a slightly larger group the

amount of musicians we use are based on the type of music we will be playing. The album features the

lead guitar playing of Domingo Rosario who represents the more traditional style of playing while Alvin

Suarez who is, for the most part the drummer of the group, plays lead guitar in three tracks representing

the more modern playing style. Jaime Diaz lead sings most of the songs while playing the rhythm guitar.

Derek Suarez (Alvin's twin brother) plays the bass guitar and lead sings our most popular song of the

album "Dime Donde Estas". Henny Fernandez is our percussionist. He plays the guira in this album and

has since become a permanent member of our group as he will be playing the drums for us during our

live performances. We are a proud and fun-loving bunch. We have a lot of talent and creativity and are

happy to be sharing with you all we have to offer. This is only the start of what we hope will be a long and

rewarding music career.
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